
We’re a Well-Kept Secret
Though you may not know our name, we've been innovating answers to some of 
the world's toughest motion-control challenges for more than 50 years. We 
manufacture our own drives right here in the USA and have done so since we 
pioneered one of the industry's first electric servo drives back in 1967. Our 
expertise has been built one system at a time through thousands of widely 
ranging applications.

We’re Problem Solvers, Not Commodity Suppliers 
We don't just provide drives. We provide comprehensive, individualized solutions 
tailored to your application—solutions that economically address all of today's 
HVAC issues, including power quality, energy savings, integration, and environ-
mental packaging. As a result, you get the best value from a single source. 
While we can certainly handle a simple fan, our niche is specialized, complex 
applications.

We’re a Resource—Turn to Us
Uncertain about harmonic issues? Confused about packaging alternatives or 
other concerns? We've been tackling these topics for decades. Turn to us when 
standard, out-of-the-box solutions aren't good enough. We simplify the complex. 
And, unlike other companies, our engineering expertise is highly accessible. We 
also design and build custom inverters and custom packages that meet the 
design and criteria of a customer.

We Engineer Packaged Drive Systems
We package drive systems that are tailored to your specifications. As a matter of 
course, our systems incorporate features that other companies consider spe-
cial requests. We've done the engineering up front so you don't have to.

We Offer the Smartest Pumping Solutions
Our revolutionary Synthesis™ intelligent pump controllers dramatically simplify 
pumping systems by integrating essential motor, logic, and process control functions 
into a single economical unit. Whether for a simple pump or a complex, coordinated 
system, Synthesis™ optimizes performance at both the pump and system levels. 
Synthesis™ controllers incorporate our innovative Pumping System Intelligence™ 
(PSI) that models pump behavior to achieve optimal pressure, flow, or level control, 
maximum efficiency, and extended equipment life with any pump.
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Unico is a leading global innovator of motion-control solutions for industry. Founded in 1967, the 
company develops, manufactures, and services variable-speed drives, application-engineered 
drive products, integrated drive systems, and ancillary products that improve operations by 
increasing productivity, safety, and equipment life while lowering energy and maintenance costs.

All trade designations are 
provided without reference to the 
rights of their respective owners. 

Specifications subject to change 
without notice. 




